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END-OF-LINE

In addition to our case and bulk palletising solutions, our specialised robotic palletising 
solutions excel in handling and palletising a wide range of products and sizes. Our Stact 
Robotic Palletisers can efficiently run bags, drums, pails, scrap bales, paper products, 
speciality trays, and more. Our cutting-edge technology is revolutionising various 
industries, including Paper, Household, Chemical, Industrial Manufacturing, Food, and 
others.
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DESCRIPTION
With a tailored layout to fit your available floorspace and an end-of-arm tool meticulously designed to 
handle your specific products, our solutions offer different levels of automation. From simple floor-
level palletisers to sophisticated systems featuring multiple robots and conveyors that seamlessly 
integrate with upstream and downstream equipment, we have the expertise to meet your unique 
requirements. 

With decades of experience in material handling and a proven track record in robotics technology, our 
product offerings are known for their compact designs, enabling you to save precious floor space 
while efficiently handling multiple products in a single cell. By utilising advanced electro-servo driven 
technology, our solutions require less maintenance and are built to outlast conventional equipment.

Pails of kitty litter Cartons Bundles

FEATURES
• Experience the convenience of a product infeed conveyor

• End-of-arm tooling that is designed for your specific product

• Effortlessly handle dunnage with our advanced system

• Top-notch Category-3 safety circuit

• Stay protected with perimeter guarding, light curtains, and interlocked personnel doors

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
• Freezer environment package

• Choice of robot manufacturer

Contact our experienced sales teams today for a comprehensive review of your application(s) and to 
see how our Robotic Palletisers can benefit your company.
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